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Introduction: The strong geomorphic similarities between
lobate deposits 1) on the northwest flank of the Tharsis Montes
[1,2] and 2) along the dichotomy boundary between 30° and 50°
[3] with terrestrial cold-based glaciers and glacial deposits has led
to hypotheses for geologically recent (Amazonian-age) low and
mid-latitude glaciation on Mars [1,4]. The key to these studies has
been to identify individual landscape elements on Mars and to
match them with terrestrial counterparts [5,6].  Building on this
work [1-6], the next logical step is to integrate a landsystems
approach, whereby assemblages of landforms over wide spatial
scales may be used to deconvolve the evolution and maturation of
glacial cycles on Mars. As a starting point, we examine here the
areal distribution of glacial deposits on the NW flank of Arsia
Mons and then compare these features to terrestrial counterparts
that formed during the build up, maturation (glacial overriding of
mountain topography), and ultimate sublimation of Miocene-age
cold-based glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys (ADV) [7].

Tharsis Montes glacial facies (Arsia Mons): The Amazo-
nian-aged deposit covering ~180,000 km2 of the western flank of
Arsia Mons displays several features diagnostic of deposition
from cold-based ice (details are outlined in [1]).  Foremost are: 1)
a ridged facies, which is an outermost zone of over 100 arcuate
and parallel raised ridges (drop moraines), each up to 10 meters
high and 100 km long; 2) a knobby facies that represents a medial
zone of rough, hummocky topography (sublimation till)
superposed on intact lava flows; and, 3) a smooth facies,
interpreted as debris-covered glaciers, which occurs in a proximal
zone abutting the upper flanks of Arsia and consists of several
individual lobes and superposed parallel raised ridges.

Drop Moraines:  Drop moraines are produced as englacial
and/or supraglacial debris is dropped at stationary ice margins.
Moraine size reflects the debris content in the ice and the duration
of ice-front stabilization. Arsia drop moraines are characterized
by lateral continuity over hundreds of km, even spacing in plan
view (similar to grooves on a record), and repetitive morphology.

The continuity of drop moraines at Arsia requires homogene-
ous and widespread englacial and/or supraglacial debris. Such
homogeneity is only achieved with atmosphere-related transport
and deposition of dust and/or pyroclastic material onto the ice
surface.  Extensive aeolian modification of drop moraines
observed in MOC images indicates that the grains comprising
these features are highly susceptible to wind erosion.

The uniform spacing of the moraines at Arsia likely reflects
either pulsed sediment input or punctuated ice-margin retreat.
We favor punctuated ice-margin retreat as the best explanation
because there is little evidence for such regular, systematic and
repetitive volcanism throughout deposition of the entire ridged
facies.  Instead, the repetitive spacing between moraine crests is
most easily accommodated by changes in accumulation and
ablation that could arise from variations in Mars’ orbital
parameters [9, 10].

The repetitive morphology of adjacent moraines in plan view
on Arsia argues for ice retreat via sublimation, rather than by
melting. Ice margins that undergo surface melting tend to change
by exaggerating local ice-front irregularities, as meltwater is
concentrated into topographic lows and ice-margin re-entrants;
the effects of ice sublimation, on the other hand, are relatively
uniform across the ice surface and distinctive ice-front

morphologies may be retained over considerable retreat distances,
such as is expressed at Arsia.

Sublimation till: The developmental transition from drop-
moraines to sublimation till on Arsia [1] represents a fundamental
change in the behavior of glacier ice. Drop moraines reflect
lateral ice-margin retreat, whereas sublimation till requires a shift
toward vertical downwasting.  On Earth, such shifts may occur
when changing climate conditions create a sudden areal
expansion of the ice-ablation zone, causing large-scale ice loss.

Lobate debris covered glaciers (DCG):  Most DCG on
Arsia head in steep bedrock cliffs and/or within narrow bedrock
alcoves [1]. A few appear to emanate from graben with steep
interior walls [11]; the implication is that the graben were
formerly filled with extensive glacier ice and that at some point
this ice overtopped the walls and flowed downslope [11]. Recent
studies [12] suggest that some of these DCG deposits are among
the youngest on Arsia perhaps a few tens of Ma old. Ridges and
lobes associated with all DCG on Arsia [1] show marked
variation in width and spacing [11,13].  This suggests a localized
debris source, perhaps with intermittent input, and was most
likely related to rockfall at bedrock cliffs and steep-sided alcoves.
The proximal surface of most DCG displays a broad, semi-
circular-shaped depression.  These depressions mark localized
regions with significant ice loss (10’s to 100’s of m) [1]. One
explanation is a thin till cover insufficient to prevent significant
ice loss via vapor diffusion [e.g., 14].

A terrestrial analogue: the last great expansion of East
Antarctic ice in the ADV:  All but the highest mountains in the
ADV were overrun by a major expansion of East Antarctic ice
during middle Miocene time, sometime between 14.8 and 12.5
Ma [7, 8].  Modern-day counterparts of the maximum overriding
stage are seen today inland of the ADV, where glacier ice still
overrides mountain topography (Fig. 1). Likewise, a modern-day
counterpart for the initial phase of ice-surface lowering via
sublimation is observed in areas where tributary glaciers still feed
main trunk glaciers (Fig. 2) and where subtle oscillations in ice
margins produced closely-spaced and repetitive drop moraines
(Fig. 3).  During the waning stages of this glacial overriding
event, alpine glaciers formed in the lee of emerging nunatacks
and at the head of alcoves in otherwise ice-free valleys (Fig. 1,2).
Rockfall along the sides of these alcoves, in concert with
sublimation of dirty ice, produced classic debris-covered glaciers
(Fig. 1,4).  Some of the extant debris-covered glaciers in the ADV
may have formed during this time, as long ago as 8.1 Ma [14].

Integrated landsystem analyses: deciphering glaciation
and glacial cycles at Arsia Mons:  Using our understanding of
terrestrial glaciation as a guide, we provide one possible
explanation for the linked glacial deposits on Arsia Mons.  Each
of the three main glacial facies on Arsia Mons likely reflects
glaciation under different climate conditions.  The oldest facies
reflects the penultimate glaciation. Close-and-evenly-spaced drop
moraines in this facies suggest that climate variations during this
phase were relatively minor and regular, resulting in only modest
and likely repetitive changes in ice accumulation and ablation
(e.g., Fig 3). Also at this time, the ice-accumulation zone must
have reached its highest elevation along the NW flank of Arsia
Mons. The ice may have covered cliffs and alcoves, limiting sites
for potential rockfall; the predominant source for ice-sheet and
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drop moraine sediment would then be atmosphere-related
transport and deposition of dust and ash (e.g., Fig. 1). The
development of widespread sublimation till reflects a marked
change in climate, with accumulation and ablation rates out of
balance, and with ice sublimation dominating to a great extent
over ice accumulation. During this time englacial material was
brought to the ice surface; the rate of ice loss probably slowed
over time [1, 12]. Certainly, fluctuations in active ice position
would have been possible at this time. Lastly, the DCG reflect
conditions in which accumulation was insufficient to produce
wide piedmont ice lobes, but sufficient to permit growth of active
ice in a climate where accumulation and ablation returned to more
balanced conditions. At this time, local topography exerted a
control on ice accumulation and ablation, with alcoves
representing favored sites for snow and ice accumulation (e.g.,
Figs 4,5). Taken together, all three facies could represent 1)
deposition during a single glacial cycle, 2) three separate and
distinct glacial cycles separated by time, or 3) some combination
of the above. Furthermore, evidence for smaller-scale advances
and retreats between these facies suggests longer-term repetitive
glacial cycles [1,2,13].
Conclusions: Analysis of the distribution of glaciers and glacial
deposits that formed during the build up, maturation (glacial
overriding of mountain topography), and ultimate sublimation of
Miocene-age cold-based glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys
(ADV) provides important insight into the interpretation of
glacial deposits on the NW flank of Arsia Mons and leads to a
better understanding of the behavior of Mars ice sheets with time
and how they might behave in the distinctive mid-latitude
topography of the dichotomy boundary [4,5].
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Fig. 1.  Modern-day overriding of mountains inland of the ADV
Emerging nunataks show lee-side debris-covered glaciers. Inland
ice shown passing over a broad plateau.

Fig. 2. Transitional stage from glacial overriding to ice-free
ADV. Tributary glaciers merge with established trunk-glacier
systems.  Flow lines show ice deformation in association with
compression from interaction and flow of merging glaciers.

Fig. 3.  Repetitive and closely spaced drop moraines produced in
association with minor fluctuations in ice margin.  Source of
debris in moraines is rockfall from nearby bedrock cliffs.

Fig. 4. Formation of debris-covered glaciers.  Small alpine
glaciers emanating from alcoves are covered with debris via
rockfall.  This is the last phase of deposition associated with
initial ice-sheet overriding of mountain topography.
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